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My Reading Academy: An Adaptive,  
Game-Based Solution to Forming the  
Building Blocks for Reading Success

Executive Summary
Early literacy skills are critical building blocks for 
academic and life success. While some children 
enter school with most of these building blocks in 
place, others struggle to learn reading from the start 
and remain behind their peers throughout formal 
schooling. These issues of learner variability are 
intensified by multiple factors, including the diversity 
of infant and toddler experiences, the complexity of 
reading behaviors, and the capacity of teachers and 
instructional resources to meet the needs of vastly 
different learners. With the incomplete learning that 
has affected many children throughout the pandemic, 
providing learners with high-quality early reading 
instruction and parents and teachers with the tools 
needed to support them is essential.

My Reading Academy is a comprehensive, adaptive 
learning solution that provides a personalized path 
to learning to read through games, books, and 
videos. Grounded in the science of reading, My 
Reading Academy guides children ages 4–8 through 
explicit and systematic phonemic awareness and 
phonics instruction that is paired with rich reading 
and language experiences. Using current research 
and an understanding of playful engagement and 
educational games, the team at Age of Learning, Inc., 
developed My Reading Academy to provide more than 
20 compelling games that address over 500 Learning 
Objectives. My Reading Academy uses a mastery-
learning approach to deliver differentiated instruction, 
appropriate scaffolding, and feedback to ensure that 
every learner masters each skill as they advance 
through the system. 

My Reading Academy Was 
Designed to Be the Following: 
• Research-Driven: Grounded in the 

science of reading, My Reading 
Academy was designed to deliver 
comprehensive instruction based on 
best practices in early literacy and 
cognitive development research.

• Adaptive: My Reading Academy 
fosters multiple learning trajectories 
through adaptive and formative 
assessments.

• Engaging: Short bursts of instruction 
and formative feedback are delivered 
by charming digital “friends”; 
purposeful practice is presented in 
fun game formats; and immersive 
reading experiences cultivate a love 
of reading.

• Empowering: Through our 
Personalized Mastery Learning 
Ecosystem™ (PMLE™), we provide 
real-time actionable data for teachers 
and administrators as well as 
instructional resources and at-home 
activities for families and caregivers. 

• Teachers have found My Reading 
Academy to be a resource that 
allows them to provide individualized, 
differentiated instruction.

http://www.ageoflearning.com/schools/mymathacademy
http://ageoflearning.com
http://www.AgeofLearning.com
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The Reading Landscape
Learning to read is a fundamental skill necessary for academic and life success (Murnane et al., 2012). 
Early reading ability not only has significant implications for academic success within and beyond reading 
(e.g., La Paro & Pianta, 2000; Purpura et al., 2011; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998), but it also predicts success 
in communication and motivation. Children who enter school with foundational literacy skills have richer 
vocabularies that help them express themselves in their interactions with others. Moreover, they are more 
likely to start school with a readiness to learn and an enthusiasm for reading that can persist throughout 
formal schooling (Hanson & Farrell, 1995). Early literacy is also linked with socioemotional capabilities, as it 
can support behavior regulation, problem-solving, creativity, and empathy in children’s interactions with others 
(McClelland et al., 2007; Miles & Stipek, 2006; Snow et al., 1998). Indeed, those with a solid early reading 
foundation start school prepared with a skill set that boosts their success across domains. 

For some children, learning to read can be a difficult and lengthy process. As many as one third of young 
children may experience struggles in learning to read (Adams, 1990; Amplify, 2021). These struggles can have 
many different causes stemming from opportunity gaps, including cognitive or neurobiological differences, 
learning English as a second language, and limited support from teachers in the classroom and parents at 
home (Baker, 2003; Snow et al., 1998; Taylor & Ysseldyke, 2007). They often result from unresolved reading 
difficulties and are present across ethnic, gender, native language, and socioeconomic groups (Chatterji, 
2006; Snow et al., 1998; U.S. Department of Education, 2007). Furthermore, these struggles persist over time: 
Many children start behind their peers in reading before entering school and lag farther behind long after 
formal school entry (Foster & Miller, 2007; Scammacca et al., 2020; Stanovich, 1986).

Moreover, teachers often lack the resources, background, and bandwidth to ensure that all their students 
acquire the essential skills and strategies they need to read. Teachers must juggle the mandate to address 
grade-level standards with the reality of addressing the unique needs of each child, such as those who may 
have learning disabilities, behavioral issues, or other difficulties that can impede learning. They may also 
lack the necessary training to teach both striving learners and those who do not respond to traditional early 
literacy instruction (Otaiba & Fuchs, 2006). Struggling in reading is not uncommon. Fewer than 40% of U.S. 
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students demonstrate proficiency in reading by  the time they reach 4th grade (U.S. Department of Education, 
2019). Critically, the COVID-19 pandemic has further challenged teachers in their jobs, as disruptions and 
learning loss contribute to reading knowledge gaps (Kuhfeld et al., 2020; Pier et al., 2021). In brief, it is 
challenging, now more than ever, for teachers to help all students successfully learn to read.

My Reading Academy is one solution to the roadblocks children and educators encounter on the path 
to reading success. It is a scalable, engaging solution for addressing learner variability that empowers 
parents and teachers with tools and resources to support their children as they learn to read for the first 
time. Developed by an interdisciplinary team of learning scientists, curriculum experts, data scientists, 
design researchers, efficacy researchers, and game designers at Age of Learning, the program teaches 
children ages 4–8—the most critical years for reading intervention (Torgesen, 2005)—the foundational 
skills necessary for reading. Using a research-driven design process, each Learning Activity is tested with 
children, data is gathered and analyzed, insights are developed, and changes are made in an iterative 
process that continuously improves the program’s effectiveness on children’s early reading abilities. The 
result is a mastery-based, adaptive, game-based digital program that delivers systematic instruction through 
instructional videos, learning games, and reading experiences designed to engage children in their own 
individual processes of learning to read. In sum, My Reading Academy is (1) research-driven, (2) adaptive, (3) 
engaging for children, and (4) empowering for parents and teachers in helping children learn to read.

Research-Driven

My Reading Academy’s Reading Instruction Is Grounded in the  
Science of Reading 
First, My Reading Academy is research-driven. It’s grounded in the science of reading, leveraging decades of  
seminal research across literacy education and cognitive development in its curriculum.

Simple View of Reading

In their seminal work, The Simple View of Reading, Gough and Tunmer (1986) argued that both decoding 
words and comprehending language are necessary for skilled reading, in response to the belief held by 
some that decoding is unnecessary to learn. In their view, learning to read requires developing the ability to 
recognize and decode words, as well as the ability to take lexical and semantic information about a word to 
make interpretations about a sentence. If a reader cannot decode the letters and words, they will be unable to 
read and understand that word. Therefore, both skills need to be taught in tandem to develop strong reading 
comprehension. 

In the Rope Model of Reading, Scarborough (2001) represents skilled reading as a rope through which many 
foundational skills are woven. While this model of reading is also intended to be simple, it describes the 
nuanced blending of several distinct components. Elements of word reading (e.g., phonological awareness, 
phonics skills, and sight word recognition) work together with increasing automaticity to create one 
multifaceted part of the rope. Each of the language comprehension elements (e.g., background knowledge, 
text knowledge, comprehension monitoring, vocabulary knowledge, and language skills) reinforce one 
another for the second strand of the rope. These two coiled strands of rope represent the spiraling and 
intertwined nature of word reading and language comprehension over time. Readers become increasingly 
strategic and sophisticated in their use of language comprehension elements. The word-reading braid and 
language-comprehension coil are woven together to form the complex “rope” of reading. In brief, the rope 
is made up of many essential and interdependent skills; failing to learn even one of these skills can cause 
children to struggle when learning to read.

www.AgeofLearning.com/schools
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How We Learn to Decode Words

To read words, a child must master the alphabetic principle, the concept that there is a direct correspondence 
between sounds and letters. According to Phases of Word-Reading Development (Ehri, 1995; Ehri & Snowling, 
2004), children develop along a continuum that progresses from not knowing that letters represent sounds 
to gaining letter and sound knowledge to being able to recognize and sound out words. Therefore, reading 
starts with recognizing and decoding words (Snowling & Hulme, 2011).

This process of turning unfamiliar words into accessible sight words is orthographic mapping (Ehri, 2014), 
that is, the process of forming letter-sound relationships and using this knowledge for spelling, pronunciation, 
and storing words in long-term memory. The first step in orthographic mapping is learning letters, sounds, 
and their relationships (Ehri, 2014). Building on these relationships, readers use phonic decoding to sound 
out and identify unfamiliar words. Learning how to use phonic decoding can lead them to learning how to 
detect, blend, and manipulate letters, sounds, and syllables into words (International Literacy Association, 
2019). With practice and repetition, children map the letters of words to the sounds they represent, gradually 
building a bank of sight words that can be retrieved from long-term memory in future encounters (known as 
their orthographic lexicon). When children acquire orthographic mapping and can read words accurately and 
effortlessly, these words are then stored in their orthographic lexicon. As children solidify their understanding 
of letter-sound correspondences, they strengthen their ability to read words and phrases fluently (Castles et 
al., 2008). Orthographic mapping also explains how children learn to recognize words by sight, spell words 
from memory, and acquire vocabulary words from print (Ehri, 2014). 

After decoding and high-frequency words are established, more attention can be devoted to comprehension, 
with a focus on making meaning (Castles et al., 2008). Although phonics instruction often ends after teaching 
letters and basic spelling, word recognition and orthographic mapping remain necessary lifelong skills  
(Young, 2018).

Essential Components of Reading Instruction
To understand and summarize existing research on reading, the National Reading Panel (National Institute 
of Child Health and Development [NICHD], 2000) reviewed several hundred empirical studies (out of more 
than 100,000 articles published since 1966) and conducted regional public hearings to identify “The Big Five” 
essential components of learning to read: phonemic awareness (identifying sounds and their articulatory 
features), phonics (identifying letter–sound correspondences), vocabulary (understanding words and 
meanings), fluency (reading with speed, accuracy, and expression), and comprehension (understanding a text; 
see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. My Reading Academy aligns with the science of reading and reading instruction.

Phonemic Awareness • Identify and manipulate individual sounds

Phonics • Map speech sounds onto spellings and use that knowledge to
  decode (read) and to encode (spell) 

Fluency • Recognize words in a text with speed, accuracy, and expression

Vocabulary • General knowledge of words and specific understanding of words 
  used in texts

Comprehension • Actively construct meaning from what is read

Addressing the Five Essential Components of Reading

www.AgeofLearning.com/schools
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The Big Five are the essential components of effective reading instruction that contribute to reading 
success. Research has identified phonemic awareness as the strongest predictor of early reading success 
(Goodman et al., 2010; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). Comprehension is considered the ultimate goal of reading 
(Petscher et al., 2020). Phonics, fluency, and vocabulary are essential to achieving phonemic awareness 
and comprehension. The National Reading Panel (NICHD, 2000) concluded that each component should 
be incorporated into instructional practices and suggested several techniques for effective instruction, 
including using computerized activities to teach reading. Research has also shown that effective instruction 
must include explicit and clear instructions (Archer & Hughes, 2011; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983) and must be 
systematic in the scope and sequence of activities (NICHD, 2000). Early reading instruction focuses largely 
on teaching children to map letters and spellings to the sounds of spoken language that the letters represent 
(Hanford, 2018; Snow et al., 1998). 

Translating the Science of Reading into Learning Experiences
My Reading Academy’s curriculum and activities were informed by an extensive analysis of state and national 
standards frameworks (e.g., Common Core State Standards) and literature on reading interventions, including 
The Big Five (NICHD, 2000). Based on this research, we developed a proprietary Knowledge Map of granular, 
measurable Learning Objectives and pathways toward learning to read. The Knowledge Map supplements 
a traditional phonics scope and sequence because My Reading Academy addresses multiple sequences of 
concepts and skills involved in word recognition and reading comprehension (see Figure 2). 

Each Learning Objective is mapped to create a connected model of reading knowledge and skills. The 
My Reading Academy Knowledge Map represents all possible learning trajectories, and this nonlinearity 
provides the blueprint for creating flexible Learning Paths that are responsive to each child’s individual 
strengths and needs. Thus, the Knowledge Map organizes the science of reading into a dynamic web of 
knowledge. This mapping allows My Reading Academy to accommodate learner variability by determining 
what children know and deciding what they are most ready to learn next, based on this knowledge.

Figure 2. My Reading Academy’s Knowledge Map overview of pre-K through 2nd grade word recognition and language 
comprehension. Each rectangle represents a Learning Objective. Colors represent different skills and knowledge based on the 
science of reading. Lines represent connections and possible learning trajectories between Learning Objectives.

www.AgeofLearning.com/schools
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After identifying the elements of reading and creating hypothetical learning trajectories, the team at Age of 
Learning used the resulting structure of knowledge and skills to build a dynamic set of learning experiences. 
To address all Learning Objectives, we used an approach based on evidence-centered design (Mislevy et al., 
2003; Mislevy et al., 2014) to translate the Knowledge Map into a collection of games, videos, and reading 
experiences that engage children in activities that generate evidence of reading skills and knowledge. Each 
game directly addresses a particular Learning Objective (e.g., the letter and sound of “m”) to ensure that 
learning claims can be made based on each child’s in-game behaviors. To measure progress, each game 
includes embedded game-based assessments that gather granular data about knowledge, skills, and  
abilities (Owen & Hughes, 2019; Shute & Kim, 2014). In sum, My Reading Academy can track learner progress 
across games and Learning Objectives through formative assessments.

Engaging Children
My Reading Academy is a personalized reading 
system of games, books, and videos designed 
to develop a child’s mastery of word-reading 
and decoding skills, while simultaneously 
building strategies for strong comprehension. 

Our approach to reading instruction fosters 
learning through play, where children interact 
with dynamic learning materials in order to 
master Learning Objectives. Play is essential  
in children’s learning and development  
(Dietze & Kashin, 2011; Fisher et al., 2013; 
Fisher et al., 2011; Golinkoff et al., 2004). It’s 
the mechanism for learning in games, allowing 
children the opportunity to explore action and 
meaning in liberating ways (Barab et al., 2005). 
Each learner has roles, goals, and agency, and their interactions drive learning progression (Squire, 2011). My 
Reading Academy’s games engage children in activities and stories contextualizing phonics learning within 
meaningful problem-solving situations. Children then play the game and receive immediate, specific, and 
understandable feedback, correctives, and scaffolding based on their decisions in the activity, which help 
reinforce learning and address misunderstandings immediately. Children learn more effectively when this 
feedback is accompanied by targeted instruction that addresses underlying misconceptions (Guskey, 1997). 
My Reading Academy leverages games to promote playful engagement, contextual learning, and embedded 
assessment. 

The Learner Experience in My Reading Academy
My Reading Academy applies the science of reading to support children in becoming fluent readers through 
instructional videos, skill-building games, and reading experiences. 

Instructional Videos

Each game or reading experience starts with direct instruction on the Learning Objectives that are aligned to 
the activity. The instructional videos serve two purposes. First, the videos provide explicit instruction on the 
content, skills, and reading behaviors practiced in each game and book. (see Figure 3).   

By the Numbers 
Within its personalized, adaptive system  
for teaching children to read, My Reading  
Academy includes 

• more than 20 games, with over  
650 levels; 

• 150 books; 

• 500 Learning Objectives; and

• 900 connections between Learning 
Objectives. 

www.AgeofLearning.com/schools
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Second, the videos model the teacher and learner relationship. When children start My Reading Academy, 
they are greeted with a surprise package containing books, games, and a robot named Bitsy, who needs their 
help in learning to read. Children learn reading skills by interacting with a live-action host and teacher, Miracle, 
and a digital enthusiastic learner, Nano the Robot (see Figure 4). In My Reading Academy, children can inhabit 
multiple observer, participant, and teacher roles. This aspirational pair models fundamental learner social 
behaviors, such as asking questions and learning from mistakes.

Figure 4. Miracle and Nano collaborate.

Figure 3. Miracle, the teaching video host, points out the letters of a word.

www.AgeofLearning.com/schools
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The goal is for children to learn from Miracle and Nano so they can teach Bitsy, which builds on the work of 
Chase and colleagues (2009) that states children will have an increased and vested interest in learning, if 
they are also charged with the responsibility of teaching others (see Figure 5).  

Figure 5. The My Reading Academy hub is where children choose activities with Bitsy, who is celebrating. In this learning-by-teaching 
model, the child has an added layer of motivation to learn the material, not only for themselves, but also to teach their robot. Teaching 
others allows the child to reflect on what they know and provides opportunities to share and explain these ideas. Children can feel a 
sense of accomplishment and pride when they teach Bitsy new skills and knowledge.

Building Reading Skills Through Games 

Instead of a traditional scope and sequence, My Reading Academy is driven by a Knowledge Map that links 
Learning Objectives based on their relationships to each other and their role in the skill of reading. Building 
on the Rope Model, My Reading Academy incorporates the idea that reading skills and knowledge are 
interconnected, rather than isolated concepts. Skill-building games provide repeated, scaffolded practice 
with corrective feedback. Children learn and practice word recognition and comprehension through activities 
that offer structured, repeated practice and corrective feedback, leading to accuracy and automaticity with 
phonemic awareness and phonics skills. Rich reading and language experiences provide modeling, direct 
instruction, and guided practice to build fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension strategies. 

My Reading Academy follows the research-based progression for effective literacy instruction (Castles et 
al., 2008; International Literacy Association, 2019). Children progress through a series of multilevel, adaptive 
games with different content and more profound skill development (see Figure 6). For example, children build 
spelling-sound correspondence skills by playing Sound Slider. Before progressing to letter identification and 
familiarization, children play a series of phoneme segmenting, blending, and substitution games. As children 
build skills in these areas, they also work on learning to recognize high-frequency sight words in Twirly Words. 
After practicing decoding and building knowledge of common words, children engage in choral and echo 
reading in Read with Nano! and sentence building in The Sentence Show.

www.AgeofLearning.com/schools
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Each game provides purposeful practice with corrective feedback that leads to accuracy and automaticity. 
Reading skills are then practiced within and across the games. Initial levels include substantial support 
and modeling to help the learner understand a concept through staged levels of corrective responses. For 
example, in one activity, learners get the prompt “rest” and need to choose from four letters and fill in the 
blank where the letter s is:

Child: (chooses an incorrect letter)

Feedback: “Oops, try again.”

Child: (chooses an incorrect letter again)

Feedback: “Try this strategy. Listen to the sounds in this word: /rrreeessst/”  
[the word “rest” is slowly said aloud]

Child: (chooses an incorrect letter a third time)

Feedback: “Let me show you. Listen: /r/, /e/, /s/, /t/. The missing letter is ‘s.’”

In the game’s final level, children demonstrate mastery by completing tasks without these scaffolds. 

Figure 6. A sample game progression in My Reading Academy

www.AgeofLearning.com/schools
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Orthographic Mapping 

My Reading Academy facilitates word recognition by providing virtual manipulatives (e.g., Letter Tiles, Blurts, 
and Word Tiles) that systematically teach and reinforce letter-sound relationships using tiles and Blurts (see 
Figure 7). These manipulatives serve as building blocks and are iteratively combined with sequences of skill 
instruction videos and playful practice in games.

Learning Sounds with Blurts

First, children use manipulatives called Blurts to learn and hear the sounds that create words. Children 
build phonemic awareness skills by identifying the first, middle, and last sounds in spoken words. Then they 
practice building and segmenting spoken words with Blurt sounds and eventually learn how to add, delete, 
substitute, and manipulate sounds into words. For example, in Sound Hound, children receive a word card, 
such as the picture of a goat, and must use the Blurts on-screen to answer questions about the sounds that 
make up the word (see Figure 8). 

Figure 7. Phonological progression of activities from Blurts to Letter Tiles to Word Tiles

Figure 8. The Sound Hound game teaches children to identify the sounds representing an image.
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Children use Blurts and Letter Tiles to engage in phonological awareness activities that enable them to 
practice rhyming, alliteration, syllable counting, syllable deletion, syllable substitution, and, eventually, poems 
and nursery rhymes. Phonological awareness skills are also taught explicitly through video instruction with  
a live actor.

Learning Letter Shapes with Letter Tiles

As children gain fluency with sounds and syllables, they also work to associate those sounds with letters. In 
My Reading Academy, children manipulate Letter Tiles to learn the sounds each letter represents. Children 
engage in phonics learning through games that practice letter-sound correspondence, consonant-vowel-
consonant decoding, spelling, and sound-by-sound blending. 

For example, Sound Slider is a game that helps children see the connection between letters and the sounds 
they stand for (see Figure 9). 

Figure 9. The Sound Slider game teaches children how sounds represent letters.
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The child places the Blurt by the letter that stands for the Blurt’s sound (see Figure 10a), and the Blurt slides 
down the stage to form a Letter Tile (see Figure 10b).

Learning Sight Words with Letter Tiles

With orthographic mapping, we store parts of words in our memory that can later be combined into full 
sight words. In My Reading Academy, children play Twirly Words to practice building and recognizing sight 
words (see Figure 11). The players start the game by placing Letter Tiles on the carousel that combine to 
spell each sight word (e.g., i and t form it ). The resulting Word Tiles move onto a spinning carousel filled 
with other words. The child must tap the screen to take a photo of the target sight word each time they see it. 
Through teaching videos with Miracle and Nano that precede gameplay, children receive explicit instruction 
about each set of sight words. This instruction is aligned to the phonic sequence and is presented according 
to the frequency with which each word appears in the written language.

Figure 11. The Twirly Words game teaches children to practice building and spotting sight words.

Figure 10. The child places the Blurt sound for /u/ on the slide leading up to the letter u. The Blurt and letter combine to create an  
interactive Letter Tile that represents the sound and letter shape for u.  

a. b.
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Reading Experiences

In My Reading Academy, game experiences are designed to help children master foundational reading skills. 
The purpose of book reading experiences is to help children apply these skills strategically to comprehend 
text. Books teach children various reading strategies, such as comprehension monitoring, making predictions 
or inferences, asking questions, and visualizing.

Miracle and Nano provide engaging support for these strategies throughout most books. This support 
begins with a brief introductory video, in which they set a purpose for reading the book or teach a Learning 
Objective. They reinforce this purpose or Learning Objective midway through the book during a think-aloud 
video or audio, then reflect on their learning during a post-book video. Most books are also accompanied by 
comprehension questions that gradually increase in complexity as children advance through the system. 

Figure 13. Diverse book experiences build vocabulary and comprehension.

My Reading Academy provides a rich collection of texts, including fiction, informational, classic, and modern 
book selections (see Figure 12). Books include diverse representations of people, places, and cultures and 
consist of topics relevant to children’s everyday lives, such as animals and plants, transportation, weather, 
human body parts, and community (see Figure 13). Science and social studies content boost children’s 
background knowledge, supporting greater comprehension of informational text.

Figure 12. Types of science and social studies texts in My Reading Academy

Science and Social Studies Text Sets
Students strengthen comprehension and vocabulary through topic-based text sets that build  
domain knowledge.

Taken together, reading experiences in My Reading Academy augment gameplay experiences by  
teaching children fundamental reading strategies with a diverse set of books and by having them engage  
with Miracle and Nano. 
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Personalized to Meet Each Child’s Needs
My Reading Academy is personalized to meet each child’s needs. As teachers help children learn  
the components of reading, it’s essential for them to understand each child’s strengths and weaknesses  
(Duke & Cartwright, 2021) and match the intensity and complexity of their teaching with the child’s current 
skills and needs (Snow et al., 1998). 

Supporting Multiple Learning Trajectories
Each learner has different skills, knowledge, and experiences. As children learn new concepts, these 
concepts build upon their prior knowledge. Since each child has a unique set of prior knowledge, each 
classroom will have multiple learning trajectories. 

Learner variability describes how each child has a different set of concepts that they know, don’t yet know, 
and are ready to learn. Learning is not simply the linear accumulation of knowledge. Instead, learning involves 
understanding and applying an interconnected collection of knowledge, skills, and ways of thinking that we 
represent using the Architecture of Understanding™. The Architecture of Understanding represents what 
children know (green bricks), what they don’t know (grey bricks), and any misconceptions (red bricks;  
see Figure 14). 

When a child tries to learn new things that connect to a faulty understanding, these new ideas may also be 
misunderstood. Over time, entire sections of a child’s architecture may become inaccurate or unstable. These 

Figure 14 The Architecture of Understanding (a) shows what a child knows (green bricks), what a child doesn’t know (grey bricks), 
and any misconceptions (red bricks). Underlying flaws in a child’s knowledge eventually appear on the surface (b). Scaffolding 
(dashed lines) can help children overcome some problems and continue learning (c). However, when left unaddressed, underlying 
issues will eventually resurface (d).

a.

c.

b.

d.
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issues may not be apparent on the surface; however, they will eventually appear during subsequent learning. 
Through tips, tricks, algorithms, and other means, the child can address this surface issue and update their 
Architecture of Understanding to continue learning. However, these surface-level strategies may help the 
child get past the stumbling block, but they won’t necessarily address deeper misunderstandings that led 
to the underlying problem. For instance, when a child struggles to read a word, it’s important to know why 
they’re struggling, because the teacher’s scaffolding is dependent on whether the issue involves knowing the 
letters, the ability to sound out parts of the word, identifying syllables, other issues, or a combination of these 
issues. Consequently, this misunderstanding is connected to more knowledge, which will affect knowing and 
understanding until the problem is addressed.

So far, this is the architecture of one child’s understanding—the map of what they know and do not know. 
Every child’s Architecture (or map) of Understanding is different. Even if teachers see that other children have 
trouble mastering the same content, what lies beneath the surface—the reason they are struggling—is likely 
unique to each learner (see Figure 15). 

Given that learner variability exists, a one-size-fits-all approach does not work for all children and can 
contribute to gaps in knowledge (Lannin et al., 2013). Each learner has their own learning trajectory, or 
pathway, through a hierarchy of goals and activities where each successive objective is designed to build on 
the understanding and mastery of previous objectives (Clements & Sarama, 2004; Sarama & Clements, 2004; 
Thai et al., 2021).

Adapting Learning Trajectories for Individual Learners 
The main feature distinguishing My Reading Academy from its competitors as an education technology 
solution is its adaptivity. My Reading Academy is carefully and intentionally designed to meet the needs of 
diverse learners who undergo various learning trajectories on the path to reading mastery, and it does so 

Figure 15. The Architectures of Understanding for 16 children, each with a different set of knowledge
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through its adaptive digital instruction system, the Personalized Mastery Learning System (PMLS; Dohring 
et al., 2019). The PMLS supports children’s learning in many ways throughout gameplay. This system 
first assesses children’s prior knowledge, then provides instruction, evaluates mastery, gives scaffolded 
feedback to children, and guides them to developmentally appropriate games based on their current level of 
knowledge. Specifically, the PMLS pinpoints where children already demonstrate mastery in reading through 
a pre-assessment, then identifies areas of children’s learning needs. From here, My Reading Academy 
provides instruction for these areas; assesses mastery; provides corrective feedback, if necessary; and 
automatically guides children to the place they are most ready to learn next. While children learn more about 
reading through the game, the game also learns about each child and how they learn best. 

There is no one path to reading mastery, and each path is complex, often nonlinear, and full of challenges. For 
instance, Figure 16 shows a comparison of three children. 

As illustrated above, the first child stays in one particular topic within an area (e.g., Phonological Awareness) 
before moving on to other topics and eventually displaying mastery in that area. The second child has 
a direct, linear pathway to mastery within that area, skipping nodes that represent Learning Objectives 
the game predicts they have already mastered based on their previous performance. The third child is 
somewhere between the first two children in their path to mastery: Their path is more linear than the 
first child, occasionally repeating nodes if they struggle with a particular Learning Objective. In all of 
these instances, My Reading Academy uses the Personalized Mastery Learning System to develop an 
understanding of each child’s knowledge through gameplay, to offer optimized, personalized instruction that 
supports each on their own unique path to reading. Taken together, My Reading Academy uses ongoing 
formative assessment (collected during regular gameplay) and summative assessment (collected through  
un-scaffolded, final “boss levels”) to evaluate proficiency and inform adaptivity in an iterative process that 
grows along with each child.

Assessing and Modeling Learning in Real Time
One way to detect misunderstandings, misconceptions, or simply missed ideas is through granular 
identification and dynamic assessment of all specific concepts and skills required for proficiency in a topic. 

Figure 16. There are multiple paths to reading mastery, and each of these three learners follows a different trajectory.
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While one-on-one tutoring has demonstrated success (e.g., Bloom’s Mastery Learning Model), such dynamic 
formative assessment may be unrealistic for teachers who may not have the time or training to identify these 
issues, much less correct them for each child in the classroom. 

By consistently assessing learners and gathering data about what they know and what they don’t know,  
My Reading Academy can provide scaffolding structures and formative feedback personalized to each  
player. My Reading Academy can precisely monitor where each child is in their reading knowledge trajectory. 
More importantly, it can then provide a personalized set of activities adapted to what the learner needs, just  
in time to use them. 

Taken together, game-based assessments measure each child’s progress, the Architecture of Understanding 
models their mastery of Learning Objectives in the Knowledge Map, and each of these informs adaptive 
placement in the program. Therefore, My Reading Academy can dynamically assess child progress and offer 
personalized Learning Paths. 

Empowering for Parents and Teachers

Personalized Mastery Learning Ecosystem
All of these features, including the PMLS, are part of the Personalized Mastery Learning Ecosystem (PMLE;  
see Figure 17), Age of Learning’s unique approach that uses technology to connect children’s home and 
school environments, leveraging the learning opportunities from these environments to address learner 
variability. The first part of the PMLE is the Personalized Mastery Learning System or the digital learning 
component, where support is offered directly to the learner through in-game interactions and experiences. 
The ecosystem also extends beyond the learner to the caregivers and teachers who provide their own layers 
of support and influence to children while they learn to read (Bronfenbrenner, 1986, 1992, 1999; Neal & Neal, 
2013). In this way, the PMLE is also heavily informed by Bloom’s (1984) Four Objects of Change. High-quality 
instructional materials, or the My Reading Academy games themselves, are not enough to make meaningful 
positive change in children’s learning. Supports must also be created in the learner’s home and school 
environments. 

Personalized Mastery Learning Ecosystem

Figure 17. The Personalized Mastery Learning Ecosystem
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My Reading Academy creates additional supports in the child’s environment through another level of 
personalization: real-time data to parents and teachers on children’s experiences within My Reading Academy 
in the form of a user-friendly interactive Dashboard. This Dashboard is designed to facilitate and inform 
interactions between all levels of children’s learning environments, including their parents, teachers, and the 
children themselves. While the child engages with the game, data are collected on these interactions and 
presented to parents and teachers via the Dashboard. The parents and teachers can then use these data-
informed resources to communicate with each other on how to best support the child outside of gameplay. 
In brief, the Dashboard is an essential part of the PMLE, saving precious instructional time for teachers and 
parents and empowering them to be agents of change for children of all levels of reading skills.

Logic Model
Many children in the U.S., especially those from underserved backgrounds, cannot formally demonstrate 
the ability to read with accuracy, understanding, and fluency. Due to the complexity of early reading skills, 
instruction needs to be adaptive, catering to each child’s needs. My Reading Academy is a tool that aims 
to address this problem. Below is our program logic model illustrating a roadmap to address the problem 
(see Figure 18). This model details the process through which My Reading Academy’s Personalized 
Mastery Learning Ecosystem results in both short- and long-term benefits for children and their teachers, 
administrators, and caregivers.

LearnPlatform collaborated with Age of Learning to design the logic model to satisfy Level IV requirements 
(Demonstrates a Rationale) according to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).

Figure 18. Logic model for My Reading Academy
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Conclusion
This white paper describes how My Reading Academy is a research-driven, adaptive, engaging, and 
empowering game-based solution to forming the building blocks for reading success. Grounded in the 
science of reading, My Reading Academy provides a comprehensive reading system that teaches children 
to read with short bursts of instruction and formative feedback from charming digital “friends,” purposeful 
practice in fun game formats, and immersive reading experiences that cultivate a love of reading. Through 
adaptive and formative assessments, My Reading Academy fosters multiple learning trajectories for children. 
It also provides real-time actionable data for teachers and administrators, as well as instructional resources 
and at-home activities for families and caregivers.
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Appendix 1. Common Terms from the Science of Reading
The science of reading describes 50 years of best practices for understanding literacy and teaching reading. 
Not surprisingly, there are many different—and sometimes confusing—terms for the language learning 
mechanisms and units.

Long before children learn how to read, they learn to hear, recognize, and eventually produce language 
through talking. Phonological awareness describes how we learn to hear and manipulate the sounds of 
speech, including phonemes, syllables, and words. Learning to read is then a process of mapping spoken 
language, written language, and meaning across words. As described above in the section on the science of 
reading, there are many foundational skills involved in word recognition and reading comprehension. To read 
words, a child must learn how sounds correspond to letters (i.e., the alphabetic principle).

In literacy research, spoken language is comprised of individual and perceptually distinct sounds that are 
referred to as phonemes. In English, there are 44 phonemes. When converting speech sounds into readable 
text, phonemes are written using the 26 letters of the alphabet and represented as a sound by surrounding 
the phoneme with forward slashes. For example, the sound of a “d” as in dog can be represented as /d/. 
However, not all letters have unique phonemes. For example, the sound /sh/ can be spelled using sh, ce, 
s, ci, si, ch, sci, and ti in words, such as the ocean, sure, machine, and conscience. The letters or groups 
representing each phoneme are called graphemes, which signify alternative spellings and uses of the same 
phoneme. In another example, the letter k and the sound /k/ as in kit, can be written using the following 
graphemes: c, k, x, ck, qu, q(u), ch, cc, or lk. In English, there are about 250 graphemes.

Finally, phonemes and their grapheme representations can be combined to form morphemes, the smallest 
unit of meaning. Morphemes consist of a word or word element (e.g., prefix, suffix, or roots). For instance, the 
word unpredictable is comprised of the following morphemes: 

un + pre + dict + able

My Reading Academy teaches children to read using interactive phonemes and graphemes to make learning 
about letter-sound correspondences more understandable and engaging. Each phoneme is an interactive 
character, called a Blurt, that makes the sound of a specific phoneme when tapped. For example, when the 
green Blurt in Figure 19 is tapped in the game, it would make the sound /sh/. When the blue Blurt is tapped, 
it makes the sound /ē/. Children play different games with the phoneme Blurts to build phonemic awareness 
by learning the individual sounds of a language. To learn about graphemes, children use interactive Letter 
Tiles that show the grapheme in the middle and make the associated phoneme when tapped. In other games, 
children combine Letter Tiles to form words. When a child creates a word out of Letter Tiles, the resulting 
Word Tile will now make the sound of the word when tapped. For example, the Letter Tiles sh and e are 
combined to make the Word Tile she.
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Phonemic awareness can be built by identifying and segmenting phonemes and then adding, deleting, 
substituting, or reversing sounds in words. Blurts and tiles foster phonemic awareness by making phonemes 
and graphemes interactive and manipulatable. 

As children encounter new words, they use orthographic mapping (described above) to form letter-sound 
relationships and they use this knowledge for spelling, pronunciation, and storing words in long-term memory. 
The first step in this process is when children use phonic decoding to sound out a word using letter-sound 
knowledge and blending sounds together to produce words. 

Once a word can be instantly recognized, it is referred to as a sight word in a child’s sight vocabulary,  
which includes the bank of words instantly recognized by the child. Instant recall of a sight word is  
called word recognition.

Phonics is the teaching system that maps phonemic awareness onto letters and spellings. 

Figure 19. Letter and sound representation in My Reading Academy

Letter and Sound Representation in My Reading Academy
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